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ECU Consolidation Reduces
Vehicle Cost, Weight, and Testing
Intel® hardware and software solutions help automakers transition to more
flexible, agile, and software-defined ECUs.

Intel® technologies
enable the
combination of
several ECUs into
a single, highperformance
consolidated ECU
capable of executing
the functions of
multiple systems.

Lowering costs with ECU consolidation
The automotive industry has witnessed an incredible transformation in vehicle
design. First, there was an electronic control unit (ECU) for the engine. Then,
another for antilock brakes, and yet another for the powertrain. Today, there is
an astonishing number of ECUs in vehicles. Many of the latest vehicle designs
incorporate more than 125 ECUs.1
These ECUs power a wide range of systems, from actuator controls to dashboard
instruments to heads-up displays (HUDs) and other in-vehicle infotainment
systems. When an automaker adds a new feature, like a night vision display, it may
require a separate ECU, along with the associated sensors, display, and wiring.
However, all these units take up valuable space, complicate certification testing,
and increase the cost and weight of vehicles.
So, how can the number of ECUs be reduced without sacrificing functionality? The
answer is ECU consolidation—designing a single, high-performance ECU to execute
the functions of several systems. Intel® technologies enable the consolidation of
several ECUs for in-vehicle experiences (Figure 1). This approach is estimated to
save USD 60 to 1002 per vehicle and potentially provide other benefits, including:
• Lower costs: Fewer ECUs to design, build, certify, inventory, and assemble
• Less weight: Reductions in cabling and components to lighten the load
• More future-proof design: Ability to update and add new software
features to ECUs
• Faster time to market: Fewer discrete ECUs to test and validate
• Increased security: Smaller attack footprint to protect
Automakers undertaking ECU consolidation also recognize it is software, not
hardware, that truly accelerates innovation and satisfies emerging consumer
demands. ECU consolidation supports the software-defined vehicle by making
it easier to add and update software-based features.
This paper describes how Intel’s hardware and software solutions enable the
consolidation of various ECUs for in-vehicle experiences into high-performance,
general-purpose hardware platforms. This design approach represents a transition
from fixed-function ECUs to software-defined ECUs that reduce automakers’
development and production costs and greatly increase their agility.
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Consolidating infotainment, rear-seat entertainment, and instrument cluster
ECUs could save an estimated USD 60 to 100 per vehicle.

Figure 1. Reducing the number of ECUs through consolidation

ECU consolidation in action
In today’s vehicles, ECUs are highly distributed, each with
its own hardware components (e.g., computing platform,
sensors, and wiring) and functional safety requirements. This
requires automotive designers to use multiple platforms and
toolsets for development and testing, leading to a complex
engineering environment.
An alternative is to centralize multiple ECU applications onto
a single ECU, giving these applications access to a single
set of sensors, cameras, compute, and other resources.
By sharing these resources, automakers can eliminate
components and their associated costs. In addition, a
centralized topology means automotive developers can
master fewer platforms and toolsets compared with a
distributed topology. Consolidated workloads can easily
work on the same data, opening possibilities for new usage

models and eliminating the need to move large amounts
of data, which is required when workloads run on different
platforms.
Good candidates for consolidation are ECUs in the same
domain with common functional requirements. One
domain example is the in-vehicle experience with ECUs
supporting the instrument cluster, rear-seat entertainment,
HUD, and augmented reality (AR) applications, as shown
in Figure 2. These ECUs are relatively complex, requiring
high-performance graphics processing, data streaming
(from cameras, videos, and other sensors), and mobile
communications. Combining these functions would
eliminate the need for redundant components, like graphics
processing units (GPUs), broadband network interfaces,
cameras, and CPUs.

Figure 2. In-vehicle experience ECU consolidation opportunity
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Advancing the software-defined vehicle

Solutions and support from Intel

ECU consolidation is an important step in the automotive
industry’s transition toward the software-defined vehicle.
With fewer ECUs, there are fewer hardware platforms to
manage, so automakers can more easily add new softwaredefined features and update existing ones.

Today’s consumers want an in-vehicle experience that
feels modern, premium, and immersive.

Software-defined systems give automakers flexibility in
adding new features, responding to emerging security threats,
and migrating workloads among different compute resources.
Intel supports the software-defined vehicle approach with
a consolidated, updatable platform (described later) that
enables over-the-air software and firmware updates. Remote
software updates can drive down warranty costs and increase
customer satisfaction by avoiding trips to the dealership.
The ECU should have a high-performance CPU with enough
compute and graphics headroom to not only consolidate
workloads now, but also accommodate new features and
upgrades in the future. With the computing hardware already
in the vehicle, automakers can add new features with relative
ease while lowering hardware development and manufacturing
costs. This future-proofing allows automakers to respond
faster to customer demands for new apps and services.

Intel is a trusted partner to deliver these experiences,
backed by extensive experience with vehicle platforms,
client platforms, and cloud and enterprise computing, as
shown in Figure 3.
For vehicle platform designers, Intel offers a high level of
scalability with a range of system-on-a-chip (SOC) products.
For example, the Intel Atom® processor A3900 series is in
more than 25 automotive designs supporting systems such
as instrument clusters, in-vehicle infotainment, and rear-seat
entertainment. Using a common platform, designs can be
scaled across product lines, and software developers can
maximize their reuse of code.
With support from Intel, automakers can reduce the time
and cost to integrate the next generation of in-vehicle
experiences. Intel has applied decades of experience in
hardware, software, and virtualization to help automakers
and tier 1 suppliers consolidate ECUs without putting
safety-critical functions at risk.
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Figure 3. Intel® solutions provide a consistent architecture from vehicle to cloud

ECU consolidation basics
Figure 4 shows how a consolidated, software-defined ECU
can replace fixed-function ECUs. Multiple virtual ECUs
(vECUs) are decoupled from a single-host hardware platform
using virtualization technology. The virtualization layer
provides fault isolation and allows designers to run each ECU
application on the appropriate operating system (OS), called
a “guest OS.”
This approach allows various ECUs to be consolidated
onto a more powerful hardware platform with high
compute and graphics performance, plus headroom for
longevity. Each application can be assigned dedicated CPU
resources, adjusted to meet its performance requirements.
Virtualization technology isolates the applications from each
other to protect against unintended interactions, which can
help improve safety.
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Figure 4. ECU consolidation via virtualization
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The following provides a brief description of the major components in a consolidated ECU.

System-on-a-chip (SoC)

Hypervisor

Compact by design, an SoC integrates general-purpose
CPU cores and I/O and memory interfaces with specialized
capabilities, such as graphics rendering, networking, and
artificial intelligence. This high level of integration minimizes
the time and cost to develop ECUs, especially those that may
require natural language processing, immersive touchscreens,
driver monitoring, and connected services.

The virtualization layer is orchestrated by a hypervisor or
a virtual machine monitor (VMM); for this discussion, these
terms are considered synonymous. The hypervisor abstracts
the SoC’s resources from the software running on it by
creating partitions in which an ECU application and its native
OS can run. With this abstraction, each vECU runs as if it had
all the resources of the SOC to itself, although it is actually
sharing these resources with multiple vECUs.

Virtual ECU (vECU)
A vECU runs automotive applications without the need to
control the underlying hardware platform (e.g., the SoC), since
this is done by the hypervisor. As a result, the vECU is loosely
coupled with hardware, making it far more portable than fixedfunction ECUs. The benefit is that an existing vECU can run
on future platforms with few or no changes, and automotive
designers can choose to run a vECU on various consolidated
ECUs within the same vehicle. In addition, software engineers
may find it easier and faster to develop new automotive
applications because they do not need to learn the low-level
details of the hardware platform.

Guest OS
Virtualization technology allows a consolidated ECU to run
various real-time OSs (RTOS) and general-purpose OSs (GPOS)
simultaneously. An RTOS provides ultrafast response for
specially developed, time-critical applications, while a GPOS
allows systems to execute a broad set of existing and high-value
applications on their native OS with little or no modification,
thus avoiding the need to rewrite them. This can substantially
reduce software development and recertification efforts.

Building a consolidated ECU
For automakers and tier 1 suppliers consolidating ECUs, Intel, in collaboration with other technology companies, provides the
following building blocks:

Automotive-grade SoCs from Intel
The Intel Atom processor A3900 series is a family of compact, low-power, quad-core SoCs that deliver exceptional compute,
graphics, and media processing performance while operating in an extended range of thermal conditions. These SoCs give ECU
designers a high level of scalability and flexibility to cost-effectively consolidate automotive workloads and achieve their cost and
performance objectives. They are also designed to deliver the computing headroom to run new services and features that may be
remotely added to the vehicle in the future.
Media processing performance: Graphics demands are increasing, especially for the in-vehicle
experience domain, which requires screens for the instrument cluster, rear-seat entertainment,
surround-view cameras, dashboards, and HUD. Up to the task, the Intel Atom processor A3900 series
has a powerful GPU to accelerate media processing performance.
Sophisticated virtualization: Intel® Virtualization Technology for Directed I/O (Intel® VT for Directed
I/O)3 helps ensure key safety functions get priority access to the processor and I/O, thus enabling
safety-critical and non-safety-critical workloads on the same ECU.
Functional safety: Intel® automotive SoCs comply with Automotive Safety Integrity Level B (ASIL B) by
incorporating features such as error correction code (ECC) and hardware resiliency to random errors.
Data security: Automakers can efficiently encrypt communications, like remote updates, using
special-purpose Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) instructions included in Intel automotive SoCs.
The secure boot feature helps prevent malware or other unauthorized software from tampering with
low-level firmware and the OS.
Variety of I/O interfaces: Intel automotive SoCs help ECU developers reduce bill of material (BOM)
costs through a high level of I/O integration, including PCI Express* (Gen3/4), I2C, GPIO, USB, and
UARTS.
Development tools: To reduce development time, Intel and its partners provide a comprehensive set
of tools and OS support. In addition, the scalability of Intel® architecture means developers can use
their laptops to write and test applications that can be easily ported to Intel automotive SoCs, greatly
simplifying the development environment.
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ACRN*: The “little” open source hypervisor
Figure 5 shows an example of a consolidated automotive
ECU using ACRN and its reference stack, which has a device
model and I/O mediators. The hypervisor sits on top of the
bootloader for fast booting capabilities.

Automotive ECU developers can choose from many
commercially available and open source hypervisors.
However, most of them were developed for data centers.
This makes them too large and slow for automotive
applications. In addition, they lack safety-critical features.

SoC platform resources are partitioned to ensure safetycritical and non-safety-critical domains can safely coexist
on the same system. Intel provides hardware-based
virtualization for isolating and restricting execution
environments to hardware-partitioned sandboxes,
ensuring key safety tasks in one partition are prioritized
over other functions.

ACRN (pronounced “acorn”) is a lightweight, open source
reference hypervisor. Developed for embedded IoT,
ACRN is a project of the Linux Foundation and based
on Intel®-developed software. The ACRN project was
launched in March 2018 with significant engineering and
code contributions from Intel and with early support
from companies such as ADLINK, Aptiv, LGE, and Neusoft
Corporation.
Using ACRN, ECU developers can streamline embedded
hypervisor development. The hypervisor has a small
footprint and is optimized for safety-critical applications and
real-time performance. It has approximately 27,000 lines of
code, compared with more than 150,000 lines of code typical
with data center hypervisors. For automotive, the hypervisor
enables low-latency performance, improves critical overall
system responsiveness, supports safety-critical workloads,
and achieves multi-OS support. Other features include:4
• Optimized footprint: Approximately one-fifth the size
of data center–focused hypervisors
• Adaptable: Multi-OS support, including Linux* and
Android*

I/O mediators for processing images, graphics, and audio
allow the service OS to communicate directly with the SoC,
minimizing latency for safety-critical elements.

Scalable, future-proof designs
ECU consolidation provides an opportunity to reduce the
total number of ECUs in a vehicle, and at the same time
reduce vehicle cost, weight, and testing. Consolidation
also makes ECUs more future-proof, secure, and scalable.
Development and production costs are lower because there
are fewer components to design and assemble. Moreover, ECU
consolidation supports a software-defined approach, enabling
over-the-air software and firmware updates to help reduce
warranty costs and simplify the deployment of new services.
Intel offers a powerful range of automotive SOCs for
consolidating ECUs in the in-vehicle experience domain. Intel
provides scalable compute and graphics performance and
I/O connectivity, enabling automakers to reduce components
and development costs while future-proofing vehicles with
the ability to implement new services that satisfy emerging
consumer demands.

• Real-time performance: Fast boot and low latency
• Safety optimized: Isolation and periodization of safetycritical workloads
• Open source: Code transparency, scalability, and
research and development savings
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Figure 5. Automotive ECU consolidation example using ACRN*
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Intel powers the world’s first integrated HMI platform for automotive5
In late 2017, DENSO and BlackBerry announced they had developed the world’s first integrated human-machine
interface (HMI) platform, which features the Intel Atom® processor A3900 series.
The platform, which is scheduled for release after 2019, coordinates various displays and sound inside the cockpit.
It uses BlackBerry’s QNX* hypervisor for virtualization, enabling several operating systems to be controlled with
one system. For example, the instrument cluster and navigation center displays can be coordinated to show unified
animation.
The solution is expected to help increase research and development productivity as well as lower costs for
automakers and suppliers.

Learn more
For more information about Intel automotive solutions,
visit intel.com/in-vehicle-experience.
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